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1

Introduction
C.C. Tatham & Associates Ltd. (CCTA) has prepared this Traffic Brief in support of a site plan approval
application for the proposed Memory Care Facility, to be constructed at 92 Raglan Street in the Town of
Collingwood.

1.1

Site Description
The subject property consists of approximately 0.60 ha of undeveloped land located on Raglan Street
north of Hume Street. The site is primarily an overgrown wooded area. The subject property is bounded
by Raglan Street to the west, the Pretty River to the south and east and residential homes to the north.
Figure 1 illustrates the location of the subject property.

1.2

Objective
The objective of this report is to demonstrate that the proposed development will not adversely affect
the adjacent road system. This will be accomplished by reviewing the existing conditions, the volume of
traffic the site is expected to generate, the site access, the parking supply and the available sight lines
at the site access points.
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2

Existing Conditions

2.1

Road System
The road system to be addressed by this study consists of Raglan Street, to which the site has direct
frontage. Raglan Street is a 2-lane, semi-urban, residential road, with a speed limit of 50 km/h. As per
the photographs provided in Figure 2, in the vicinity of the subject site (92 Raglan Street), the road has
gravel shoulders, ditches on both sides and a concrete sidewalk on the west side.
Raglan Street has a relatively flat and straight alignment across most of the development site. There is
a slight horizontal curve to the north, and a more prominent horizontal curve to the south. Both curves
are evident in the aerial photograph of Figure 2.
Approximately 300 metres to the north, Raglan Street intersects Erie Street at a 4-leg intersection with
stop control on all 4 approaches. Approximately 250 metres to the south Raglan Street intersects Hume
Street at a 3-leg intersection, with stop control on Raglan Street. With the exception of an eastbound
left turn lane on Hume Street, all intersection approaches consist of single lanes.

2.2

Collingwood Transit
There is a bus stop/shelter on the west side of Raglan Street at the north limit of the development site,
which currently serves the Matthew Way development. This stop/shelter is well positioned to provide
transit service to the Memory Care Facility. An excerpt of the transit route map is provided in Figure 3.
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Proposed Development
This section will provide additional details with respect to the proposed development, including its
location, the projected site generated traffic volumes and the assignment of such to the adjacent road
network.

3.1

Site Location
As illustrated previously in Figure 1, the proposed development is located at 92 Raglan Street in the
Town of Collingwood.

3.2

Proposed Land-use
The proposal for this site is to develop a 3-storey retirement facility consisting of 36 suites and 42 beds
(6 suites will accommodate 2 beds each). A site plan is provided Figure 4. Full build-out and occupancy
of the site is expected within the next year.

3.3

Site Access & Circulation
The site will be served by two full-moves access points on Raglan Street, located approximately 68
metres apart (measured centre to centre). The site access arrangement is illustrated in Figure 5. The
north access is located on a tangent section of Raglan Street, whereas the south access is located on
the outside of the horizontal curve. Both access points will have 9 metre throat widths, accommodating
one inbound lane and one outbound lane). In context of the expected traffic volumes and types of
vehicles accessing the site (predominantly passenger cars and small delivery trucks), the access points
as proposed are considered appropriate.
Within the site, 6.0 metre drive aisles will provide access to the parking areas, the front building entry
and the rear delivery and garbage enclosure area. The rear drop-off/delivery area will also provide
sufficient room for delivery trucks to turn around, thus allowing them to drive in and drive out of the site
with minimal reversing required. This aisle dimension complies with the Town of Collingwood
requirements as set out in the Town of Collingwood Zoning By-law 2010-040.

3.4

Parking Review
As per the Town of Collingwood Zoning By-law 2010-040, 0.5 spaces per bed or suite are required for
a home for the aged, hospice rest home, retirement home and nursing facility. In considering the 36
suites, this equates to a parking requirement of 18 spaces. While it is acknowledged that 42 beds are
proposed, 6 suites will have 2 beds and are intended to accommodate spouses. In this regard, no
additional parking would be required.
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As per the site plan, 18 parking spaces are proposed, thereby satisfying the Town requirement.
With respect to barrier free parking, the Town’s by-law requires 1 space for developments with an overall
parking requirement between 1 and 25 spaces. As per the site plan, 2 barrier free spaces will be
provided, thus satisfying the Town’s by-law requirement.
Standard parking stalls will be 2.8 x 6.0 metres, whereas the barrier free spaces will be 4.5 x 6.0 metres,
in accordance with Town standards.

3.5

Site Traffic

3.5.1

Trip Generation
The number of vehicle trips to be generated by the proposed development for the weekday AM and PM
peak hours has been determined based on type of use, development size, and trip generation rates as
per the ITE Trip Generation Manual1 9th Edition. Based on the proposed use, the following ITE land-use
has been considered:


congregate care facility (ITE coded 253)

As per the ITE definition:
Congregate care facilities are independent living developments that provide centralized
amenities such as dining, housekeeping, transportation and organized social/recreational
activities. Limited medical services (such as nursing and dental) may or may not be provided.
Normally, the peak hour of residential units from a trip generation perspective coincides with the peak
hour of the adjacent road (reflective of most people leaving for work in the morning and returning in the
evening). With a congregate care facility, the peak of the care facility does not coincide with the peak of
the road system (given that associated trips are not necessarily tied to the typical commuter peak hours).
The trip rates (trips per unit) and corresponding trip estimates for both periods are provided in Table 1
and Table 2.
Table 1: Trip Generation Rates

1

Weekday
AM Period
in
out
total

Weekday
PM Period
in
out
total

Land Use

Trip Period

congregate care
facilities

peak hour of road

0.04

0.02

0.06

0.09

0.08

0.17

peak hour of facility

0.08

0.08

0.15

0.13

0.08

0.21

ITE Trip Generation Manual, 9th Edition. Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2012.
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Table 2: Trip Generation Estimates
Weekday
AM Period
in
out
total

Weekday
PM Period
in
out
total

Land Use

Trip Period

congregate care
facilities

peak hour of road

1

1

2

3

3

6

peak hour of facility

3

3

6

5

3

8

As indicated, the site is expected to generate 2 to 8 trips during the noted peak hours, which is not
considered significant.

3.5.2

Trip Distribution & Assignment
The site trips will be distributed to the area road system in consideration of trip origin or trip destination,
and assigned to the site access points accordingly. It is expected that the site access closest to the
intended parking areas will be used, and thus it is likely that the south access will be utilized to a greater
extent as compared to the north access (albeit all volumes will be minimal).
A detailed analysis of the assignment of the site trips to the site access points and to Raglan Street
(either to/from the north or to/from the south) has not been undertaken given the limited volumes.
Regardless, all traffic could utilize a single access and could all be oriented to/from the same direction
without impacts to the road operations.
While the site traffic can be readily accommodated with a single access point, the provision of two access
points will better serve the parking areas (in that they are distributed throughout the site), facilitate onsite circulation, and better accommodate pick-up/drop-off activity at the front door, including use by
emergency vehicles.
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4

Transportation Assessment

4.1

Future Traffic Operations
As previously noted, the volume of traffic to be generated by the 36 suite retirement home will be
marginal and will not have any appreciable impacts to the road system. Both access points will provide
acceptable operations under stop control with single inbound and outbound lanes.
No improvements or exclusive turn lanes on Raglan Street are considered necessary to support the
development.

4.2

Sight Line Assessment
Based on MTO geometric design standards, the minimum stopping sight distance for a design speed of
60 km/h (posted 50 km/h + 10 km/h) is 85 metres. The minimum stopping sight distance provides
sufficient distance for an approaching motorist to observe a stationary hazard in the road and bring their
vehicle to a complete stop prior to the hazard.
The available sight lines to/from the north and south along Raglan Street at the proposed north and
south access points are evident in the photographs of Figure 6. In all cases, the minimum 85 metre
sight distance requirement can be achieved. It is further noted that vehicles approaching from Hume
Street are not likely to be travelling at the 50 km/h posted speed limit, having just completed a turning
movement from Hume Street to Raglan Street, in which case a shorter minimum sight distance could be
considered.
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5

Summary
This study has addressed the transportation impacts associated with the proposed Memory Care Facility
to be located at 92 Raglan Street in the Town of Collingwood. The development will consist of 36
retirement suites, with a total of 42 beds (6 suites will have 2 beds to cater to spouses). In considering
the peak hour of the adjacent road system and the peak hour of the proposed retirement residence, the
site is expected to generate 2 to 8 trips during the peak hours, which is not considered significant.
While detailed traffic counts and analyses were not undertaken to address the anticipated traffic
operations at the site access points and along Raglan Street, given the limited site volumes and the
current operating levels on Raglan Street (no operational issues are known), no operational concerns
are expected.
The available sight lines along Raglan Street at the proposed site access points were reviewed and are
considered acceptable in consideration of the MTO minimum stopping sight distance requirements for a
design speed of 60 km/h (10 km/h over the posted speed limit).

Authored by: Michael Cullip, B.Eng & Mgmt, M.Eng. P.Eng.
Director, Manager - Transportation &
Municipal Engineering

Reviewed by: David Perks, M.Sc., PTP
Transportation Planner
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Figure

Site Location
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Looking south on Raglan Street from the proposed development site
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Looking north on Raglan Street from the proposed development site

source: Google Maps
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Figure

Existing Conditions
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Figure

Transit Routes
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Figure

Site Plan
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Figure

Site Access Arrangement
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85m sight
distance

Looking north on Raglan Street from the proposed North access
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Looking south on Raglan Street from the proposed North access
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Figure

Site Access Sight Lines – North Access
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Looking north on Raglan Street from the proposed South access
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Looking south on Raglan Street from the proposed South access
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Figure

Site Access Sight Lines – South Access
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